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preparations for his supply and transport en route, set out with
10,000 men early in August, and for the second time in less
than nine months disappeared from the sight of the world for
the space of three weeks. At the end of that time he was
reported at Candahar, having covered 300 miles without
encountering any resistance, relieved the beleaguered garrison,
and scattered Ayub's army, drawn up for battle on the precipi-
tous hills west of the city, to the four winds. Thus ingloriously
terminated the last Afghan effort in arms.
Meanwhile the British troops from Cabul and the Kurrarn
had been streaming steadily eastward, and by the end of
October Abdur Rahman was left to the undisturbed possession
of his new kingdom. It was, however, decided that we should
remain at Candahar for the present till he should be ready to
take it over ; and accordingly it was not till April 1881 that the
last white soldier was clear of Afghan soil. The new Amir
proved himself to be not only possessed of unusual capacity, but
a good friend of the British, and for forty years the relations
between the late enemies left little to be desired.
Whatever may be thought of the morality or the wisdom of
our policy before and during the second Afghan War, the
military conduct of the campaign was entirely admirable and
affords no ground for criticism ; and the results achieved were
as brilliant as the victories by which they were secured. The
series of difficult administrative tasks on which the whole fate
of the war turned were successfully dealt with; the troops
invariably fought admirably against a brave and numerically
superior enemy ; and one of their commanders, Roberts, though
perhaps favoured by a fortune which set him time and again in
the forefront of the stage, displayed military qualities which
placed him last but by no means least on the illustrious list of
British Sepoy generals.
III. the conqxjest of upper burma and the subsequent
campaigns on the north-east frontier, 1885-1898
Ever since-the successful conclusion of the second war with
Burma it had been evident that our final conquest and complete
occupation of that country must sooner or later follow as an
inevitable consequence of previous events, and the Court of
Ava, with insane blindness to its own interests, did nothing to
avert or even postpone the sealing of its fate. On the contrary,
King Theebaw, the last occupant of the Burmese throne, from
his accession in 1878, repeated all the errors of his predecessors,
insulting British representatives, dealing in tyrannical and high-
handed fashion with our merchants, and misgoverning his

